


ATOMIC MATTERS is a computer application for the scientific 
calculation of localized electronic states and magnetic, spectro-
scopic and thermodynamic properties of material containing 
specified ions. The ATOMIC MATTERS Computation System is 
based on Atomic Physics and Solid State Physics.

ATOMIC MATTERS combines a package of unique tools that accurately 
describe the physical properties of atomic electron systems with 
an unclosed electron shell, under interaction with the electrostatic 

effect of these interactions, as well as intra-atomic spin-orbit coupling, is 
the creation of discrete multi-electron eigenstates called Fine Electronic 

i 
and the probability of transitions between them

  spin and orbital contribution to angular 
momentum of the electron subshell

  Helmholtz free energy F(T)
  internal energy U(T)
  magnetic entropy Smag(T)
  magnetic susceptibility (T)

Sch(T)
  magnetic anisotropy

ATOMIC MATTERS software, with its rich set of helpful calcula-
tion aids and result comparison tools, was designed to simpli-

significant materials.

The application’s interface is based on a system of hierarchical tabs that 

as magnetic susceptibility (T) (calculated for different orientations of 

Sch(T), and 
magnetic entropy Smag

MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

  Ions / atoms with an unclosed 2p, 3p, 3d, 4d, 5d, 4f, or 5f electronic 

2pn, 3p n, 
3d n, 4d n, 5d n, 4f n, and 5f n

  A correct description of such multi-electron systems is based on 

  Spin-orbit coupling makes an important contribution to the structure 

ATOMIC MATTERS HAMILTONIAN

where Bm
n are CEF parameters, Om

n  is the 
spin-orbit constant, g L, g e are the gyromagnetic electron factors for 

µB is the Bohr magneton 
and Bext

of the projections of magnetic momentum and its components of all 

in a number of spectroscopic methods (Inelastic Neutron Scattering 

THERMODYNAMICS

low-energy neutrons (which are used in Inelastic Neutron Scattering 



i within a system at 

0 denotes the total number of particles, 

B – Boltzmann constant,

which makes it possible to estimate the internal energy of the 

According to thermodynamic principles, the localized electrons’ 

i, i) allows the thermodynamic 
functions for the statistical group of N0

-1 

the relationship between the thermodynamic functions, within the 

Collecting the most fundamental interactions in one Hamiltonian 

of calculation methods for ions / atoms from all groups of the 

fully and correctly.








